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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 522 AND CHESTERFIELD UNAPPROVED 467 

   
 

March 12, 2022 

 

TOPPING ROAD TO CLOSE FOR INSTALLATION OF STORMWATER SEWER PIPE 

The road is scheduled to closed during midday hours starting on March 15, but bad 

weather may change that.  The construction was originally scheduled for Friday March 

11 but moved to March 15 due to a forecast of snow on March 11.  Here is the latest 

from Tim Randick at City Hall who is the project manager: 

 

In connection with the storm sewer installation we have one section that will require crossing Topping 

Road in between Topping Estates and Topping Estates North.  The installation of this pipe at a depth of 

ten (10) feet while maneuvering between gas and water mains will be very difficult.  For the safety of 

the motorists that use Topping and the workers that will need to perform the work, we will be 

temporarily closing Topping Road on the day that work is to be performed.  We are working with the 

contractor to provide a message board providing advance notice of which day that will be, and the 

closure will only occur between 9:00am and 3:00pm to hopefully reduce the impact to commuters.  

the sewer installation between Topping Estates and Topping Estates North has been postponed until 

Tuesday, March 15th  (weather permitting).   
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ILLEGAL SIGN?  IS UNAPPROVED SIGN FAIR TO OTHER BUSINESSES THAT 

WENT THROUGH THE PROCESS FOR APPROVED SIGNS?  

 

The Phillips 66 Station at Woods Mill Road and Clayton Road is a Phillips 66 owned 

property. The franchise is locally owned.  Seven years ago Phillips 66 ordered that 

repair garages at their owned stations had to go.  The franchise owner replaced the 

mechanics with cooks and ini 2015 opened the 3 Bay BBQ and Bakery that is open 

from 11-to-7. 

 

They never got a rear sign for the building and meets city sign codes.  Instead they put 

out a very large wooden sign on Clayton Road.   The sign has stayed there for years. 
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I knew the answer to My Question to the City Planning Department before I asked it if 

the wooden 3-Bay BBQ sign had a permit and was legal. The answer from City Hall so 

far is “We are looking into it.” To me it was a fine sign for a few months but was grossly 

unfair after that to the other businesses and restaurants nearby, where the owners all 

got permits for signs and follow the city sign ordinances.  

 

The violation can’t be a big surprise to the city employees, who have ignored it.  The 

Phillips 66 station is the refuel location for city vehicles, including vehicles used by 

people in the planning department and the police department. 

 

 MASON ROAD CLOSED ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 26 FOR OVER AN HOUR 

DUE TO CRASH CAUSED BY TESLA DRIVER.  On Saturday February 26, 2022 at 

3pm Mason Road was closed for over an hour as Town and Country Police dealt with a 

three-car crash on Mason Road and the curves at Blossom Hill Lane. 

 

Town and Country Police had Mason Road closed just south of Clayton Road.  A 

County Police Officer had Mason closed at the entrance to Queeny Park.  
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The vehicle that caused the crash was a 2020 Tesla driven by a Town and Country 

resident.  The driver was going south and crossed the center line hitting two NB cars. 

 

 
 

This was a high dollar crash. The Tesla hit a GMC SUV and a 2022 Volvo.  

 

 
 

Again the driver of the Tesla is a Town and Country resident and he was not issued a 

citation.   
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UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 467 

 

 
 

March 12, 2022 

 

 

GENERAL MOTORS HAS KILLED THE PRECISION VEHICLE LOGISTICS 

RAILYARD AND 3,000-to-6,000 SPACES FOR TRUCKS AND VANS. THE 

APPLICATION WAS PULLED. 

 

A week after this Maryland Heights project was approved that would abut existing 

Chesterfield subdivisions and probably kill the development of a new subdivision along 

Hog Hollow Road and the Maryland Heights city limits, word was popping up that 

General Motors might kill the whole thing. On Tuesday the City of Maryland Heights 

confirmed that the application for the project had been pulled by the applicant Precision 

Vehicle Logistics.  

 

The 93-acre property that would consist of parking for 3,000 to 6,000 vehicles from the 

GM Wentzville assembly plant being trucked in, plus two buildings, a repair garage and 

office building and a railyard for shipping the vehicles to dealers across the country. 

Also add 288 overhead lights. 

 

Precision Vehicle Logistics Co of Wayne, Michigan got the Maryland Heights City 

Council to override a defeat of the project by the Planning Commission with an 8-0 vote.    
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The word floating around the Chesterfield and Maryland Heights City Halls was that 

when first looking at the proposed project in the Howard Bend flood plain General 

Motors officials did not notice all the residential housing around the project on the 

google map. (see below)  

 

 
 

The next item making the rounds is the local General Motors dealers are aware of the 

high number of customers from the Chesterfield 63017 and 63005 area and are afraid 

because of the railyard effecting nearby housing prices and the railroad traffic through 

other parts of Chesterfield caused by the vehicle shipping facility, residents would stop 

buying GM products.  

 

This caused the current unsubstantiated talk that General Motors has ordered the 

project be killed and a new location be found. 
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We tried to verify this with emails to Precision Vehicle Logisitcs and to a GM dealer on 

the National dealer advisory board, but never got a reply. 

 

However when we talked to Chesterfield City Administrator Mike Geisel after Monday’s 

Council meeting he told us that he had information from four separate independent 

sources that GM killed the project just approved by Maryland Heights. 

  Mike Geisel  

 

At the start of the meeting Ward-1 Councilwoman Barb McGuinness announced that 

GM killed the project once they realized it would affect subdivisions in Chesterfield. 

 

McGuinness and co-Ward-1 Councilwoman Mary Monachella along with Planning 

Commission Chair and Ward-4 Council candidate Merrell Hansen had been attending 

Maryland Heights Council meetings with a number of Chesterfield residents upset with 

the proposed project. 

 

McGuinness announced at the Monday night Council meeting that GM had killed the 

project.  She did not have any kind words to say about the Maryland Heights City 

Council who ignored their Planning Commission’s vote.  She also teared up a bit talking 

about how Chesterfield residents will not have to endure noise, lights and drops in 

property values. 

 

“Mary (Councilwoman Monachella) and I have felt we were in a foreign country dealing 

with Maryland Heights.  I don’t know a single freezer (McGuinness owns the last Velvet 

Freeze ice cream store) I have that is colder than these people,” said McGuinness.  
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“They could not believe we were there (at council meetings),” said Monachella of the 

Maryland Heights Council. 

 

It took a while to confirm that the project was dropped, but we were able to do it on 

Tuesday when we got this email from the Maryland Heights media relations contact 

followed by the letter from Barb McGuinness. 

 

I have been informed by our Community Development Department that the 

project has been withdrawn by the applicant. We do have a formal letter from 

the applicant stating that they would like to withdraw 
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CITY COUNCIL CANDIDATE’S ADULT SON IS CHARGED WITH VANDALIZING AN 

AFRICAN-AMERICAN ART MURAL AT WASHINGTON UNIVIERSTIY  March 8, 2022 

 

Mitchell F. Wagner, the 24-year-old son of Ward-4 City Council candidate Tamarah 

Wagner has been charged with Felony Property Damage   

 

Wagner now shows a Florissant address, but had lived with is parents, Dr. Frederick 

Wagner, Tamarah Wagner and seven brothers and sisters at the $5-million house on 

Eatherton Road in Chesterfield. 

 

Wagner is accused of vandalizing a mural of African-Americans on a tunnel on the 

Washington University campus.   He reportedly covered the faces of the late 
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Congressman John Lewis and the late actor Chadwick Boseman and adding racist 

symbols on December 18, 2021.     

 

 
 

 

 Mitchell Frederick Wagner 

 

Wagner has been associated with far-right groups like the Patriot Front.  The crime 

received national attention from the news media in December.  

 

Wagner’s mother Tamarah ran for the Rockwood School Board in 2021 and lost.  She is 

running for the Chesterfield Ward-4 Council seat in this April’s election.  
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Tamarah was associated with the far-right Proud Boys during her school board race. 

She is running against Merrell Hansen, the chair of the Chesterfield Planning 

Commission. 
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WEDNESDAY March 2, 2022 

 

 

No Report -Fire Alarm- Ridge Crest Dr- Numerous fire department vehicles 
responded for a fire alarm after the responding officer noted smoke coming from the 
residence. The house was found to be vacant, as it had recently been sold. The 
homeowner responded and the cause of the smoke was determined to be the HVAC 
system. 
 

 
22-838 Stolen Vehicle:  A vehicle on Stablestone was stolen in front of the victim’s 

residence.  The vehicle was left unattended and running.  Investigation turned over to 

the Detective Bureau.   

 

 
22-840 Burglary:  A motorized bicycle was stolen from the secured garage in the 

apartment building at the 16000 block of Wild Horse Creek.  No witnesses or other 

information available.  Referred to the Detective Bureau. 

 

22-841 Miscellaneous:  A citizen responded to the station to turn in ammunition that 

was not wanted.   
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22-842 Drugs: A 17 yo male at Parkway West High School was found to be in 

possession of vape pens with THC cartridges.  The items were seized and the report 

forwarded to the Juvenile Detective.   

 

22-845 Warrant Arrest: A 58 yo male called in by Walmart security as acting 

suspicious at Walmart on THF was found to have warrants out of multiple area 

agencies.  The subject was also found to be in possession of marijuana paraphernalia 

and in possession of a prohibited theft device.  He was arrested, booked, and is 

awaiting pickup from one of the agenices. 

 

22-846 Sexual Assault: A subject responded to the station to report her juvenile 

daughter was assaulted by another juvenile who she was having a relationship with 

during the month of December 2021.  Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau. 

 

Officers and Animal Control responded to a call for a rabid coyote who was staring at 
the reporting party.  Luckily the officer determined the ‘animal’ was not a threat and left 
it alone….(See attached pic) 
 

 
 

 

21-1079-Prisoner Pickup –St. Charles City PD – A subject wanted by Chesterfield for 
Resisting Arrest and Drug Possession was transported and booked after she failed to appear in 
our court numerous of times.  

 

THURSDAY March 3, 2022 

 

22-854-Fugitive Arrest – 141/Ladue – During a traffic stop the driver was found to 
have a statewide extradition warrant from Warren County for Driving While Revoked 
and Speeding. The driver was arrested and is on the pick-up list for Warren County.  
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22-856 Fraud:  A business on Wings Corporate reported their business information was 

stolen and a fraudulent Quicken account was opened.  Referred to the Detective 

Bureau 

 

 
 

22-859 Lost Article:  A resident on Country Ridge reported he lost a wedding ring.   

 

 
22-861 Property Damage: A resident on Wild Horse Creek reported the rear window to 

his vehicle was broken out by person(s) unknown.    

 

Prisoner pick up from Town & Country.  

 

Workers on Braefield Ct. severed a gas line.    

 

 

 

FRIDAY March 4, 2022 
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22-869 Larceny:  A wallet was stolen at the Shell station on Olive and credit cards used 

outside jurisdiction.  An employee is suspected.  Report forwarded to the Detective 

Bureau 

 

22-872 Found Property:  A child’s backpack was found on the side of the road on 

Seven Gables Ct.  Attempts to identify ownership were negative and the backpack was 

entered into evidence.   

 

 
22-874 Larceny:  A resident on Brighthurst reported jewelry missing from their 

residence.  Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau.   

 

 
22-875 Property Damage:   The victim reported her car being damaged by a friend on 

Summer Lake.  Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau.   

 

 
22-876 Larceny:  Two subjects were seen failing to scan merchandise at the self-

checkout at the Walmart on THF.  Subjects were issued summons and released. 

Tod Derickson  45  St. Charles  (former auto sales manager) 
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03/04/22   Stealing                                                                               Chesterfield PD 

03/12/21   Moving Vio reduced to Defective Equipment $186 fine      St. Charles City PD 

02/07/95   Fail to Keep Right Resulting in Crash  Guilty  Fine             MO Hwy Patrol 

04/24/95   Fail to Keep Right Resulting in Crash   Guilty  $175 fine    MO Hwy Patrol 

 

Angela Clark  39 

 

 

22-877 Extortion:  A resident on Wild Horse Creek responded to the station to report 

her Instagram Account was taken over and an unknown subject was demanding money 

in order to get it back.  Referred to the Detective Bureau.   

 

22-719-Prisoner Pickup- St. Louis County Intake – Person of Interest transported 
from St. Louis County Intake, booked, and placed in a cell pending his interview with a 
Special Enforcement Unit officer related to a larceny from Best Buy. 
 

 
22-881-Violation of a Restraining Order- Conway Rd- Victim was leading a 
substance abuse therapy meeting off Conway Rd. Victim’s husband’s ex-wife joined the 
meeting under a false name, disguised with a wig, and caused a disturbance and left. 
She was captured on surveillance video. An order of protection was in effect. Officers 
responded to the suspect’s Chesterfield residence early in the morning and placed her 
under arrest for violating the order. 
Carla Jean Rutledge  53  Chesterfield 
 
03/04/22   Violated Court Order of Protection                           Chesterfield PD 
12/17/21   Harassment                                                              St. Louis Co PD 
 
 

SATURDAY March 5, 2022 

 

21-2650 Prisoner pickup – University City PD:  An officer responded to U-City for a 
prisoner pickup for traffic/drug warrants out of this department. The subject was taken 
into custody and transported back to the station for booking. The subject posted his own 
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bond then was placed in holdover awaiting pickup by St. Charles County for another 
traffic warrant. 
 
No Report- Missing Juvenile- Meadow Oak Dr: Several officers responded for a 
report of a 6-year-old male that was missing from his residence. Due to a quick 
response by officers the juvenile was located in his neighborhood not to far from his 
residence. The juvenile was enjoying the nice day and decided to rollerblade a little 
farther than his parents allow him to. He was reunited with his parents without incident.  
 
22-889 Warrant arrest – Chesterfield Airport Rd: An SEU officer conducted a traffic 
stop which resulted in the driver being arrested for active warrants out of Pike County 
for drugs and Crystal City for traffic. The subject was transported to the station for 
booking then placed in holdover awaiting pickup.  
 

22-832: On 3/1/2022 a Toyota was reported stolen from an address on River Valley 

Ct.  Today, the vehicle was recovered unoccupied by St. Louis County.  The teletype 

was canceled and the owner was notified.  The vehicle is being processed by the 

midnight watch.    

 

 
22-894 Larceny: SEU issued a SIL to a subject for stealing clothing from Walmart.    

Sekayi Williams  43 

 

03/05/22   Stealing                                                                              Chesterfield PD 

07/04/19   Speeding  02/16/21  FTA Warrant Issued                         MO Hwy Patrol 

03/20/15   Moving Violation reduced to Parking Vio  $150 fine          MO Hwy Patrol 

03/08/13   Criminal Charge reduced to Littering  $150 fine                Florissant PD     

02/12/10   Moving Violation reduced to Loud Muffler  $80 fine          MO Hwy Patrol 

12/17/04   Unregistered Auto   Fine                                                    St. Louis Co PD     

 

 

SUNDAY March 6, 2022 

 

No Report - Failure to Yield - Officers attempted to conduct a traffic stop on a 

vehicle.  On I-64 near Boones Crossing.  The Vehicle refused to pull over and fled the 

area at a high rate of speed.  Officers did not pursue.   

 

No Report - Traffic Hazard - The railroad crossing gates were stuck in the down 

position at Baxter and Edison, requiring Officers to direct traffic in the area.  The 

Railroad's emergency contact was notified and responded to reset the crossing gates 
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22-903 Stealing Over: SEU took a report of an unknown subject stealing home 

speakers from Best Buy.    

 

No Report -  Eatherton was closed between Wildhorse Creek Rd due to flooding and 

debris on the road from the heavy rains.  County Highway responded and the road was 

reopened at approximately 12:30am.   

 

 

MONDAY MARCH 7, 2022 

 

22- 912  -  Miscellaneous Report 
Elderly female reported her home was burglarized however investigation by the officer 
revealed the victim was in early stages of dementia and no theft occurred. The victim’s 
younger sister was contacted and provided information about the victim’s doctors and 
they will follow up with the victim.  
 

 
22-913: Fraud  A resident on Conway Cove reported fraudulent charges were made on 

his credit card account even though he still had possession of the card.     

 

 
22-914 Stealing Over: A subject stole over $800 in merchandise from Sunglass 

Hut.  He was GOA upon the arrival of SEU officers.    

 

22-915: Rape  Victim reported she became acquainted with a male on-line and then 

met him in person at Main Event about a month ago.  Victim believes an unknown 

substance was put into her drink which facilitated her being taken advantage of in a 

local hotel.     
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22-916: Victim on Barrister returned home to find her bedding had been disturbed.  She 

believed someone had entered the apartment even though no forced entry was located 

and the apartment was secure when she came home.  A canvass located a neighbor 

with a door camera which verified a male had entered the apartment.  Further 

investigation by the responding officer discovered that an outside contractor had been 

hired and given access to several apartments to check for bed bugs.  Report 

unfounded.  Complaint number to be canceled.     

 

 
22-917 and 22-918:  DWI  While investigating a traffic accident that occurred near I-64 

and Boone’s Crossing, a traffic officer discovered one of the drivers was 

intoxicated.  The driver was arrested and a subsequent breath sample revealed a BAC 

of .121.  

Angela M Pritchett  30  W/F  YOB 1991   

 

03/07/22   DWI in crash                                                                      Chesterfield PD 

03/15/21   Felony Drug Possession                                                   Lake St. Louis PD   

10/27/17   Speeding    $200 fine                                                        MO Hwy Patrol 

 

22-919: Fugitive Warrant Arrests   A traffic stop on I-64 resulted in the arrest of one of 

the vehicle’s passengers.  He had warrants from multiple agencies.    

 

 

TUESDAY MARCH 8, 2022 

 

 

No Report:  A wallet was found in the area of Crampton Ct.  The responding officer was 

able to identify the grateful owner and returned it back to them.     

 

 
22-922 Larceny:  A 40 yo male concealed CBC gummies from the BP station on Long 

Rd. and left the store without paying.  The subject was arrested, booked, and released 

on a summons.   

Ryan A Romang  40  Independence MO  
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03/08/22   Stealing (bag of overpriced candy from gas station)  Chesterfield PD         

06/18/19   Probation Violation                                                      Kansas 

01/16/19   DUI                                                                              Kansas 

02/25/18   Felony Drug Possession                                             Lee’s Summit PD  

02/11/18   Felony Drug Possession                                             Lee’s Summit PD 

04/14/17   FTA Warrant DUI                                                        Kansas 

11/14/16   Warrant DWI                                                               Kansas 

05/25/12   DWI                                                                             Kansas    

10/22/01   Minor Purchase Intoxicants  Guilty 10 days jail          Dade Co  

10/06/01   No Auto Insurance, Unreg Veh  Guilty  10-days jail   Greenfield MO PD 

09/14/01   Careless & Reckless Driving  Guilty  $50 fine            Greenfield MO PD  

 

                                                               

 
22-923 Larceny:  An unknown male subject took Laundry pods and walked out of the 

Schnucks on Hilltown Village without paying.  Report forwarded to the Detective 

Bureau.   

 

 

22-924 CIT:  A male subject walking in the middle of Chesterfield Parkway stated he 

wanted to harm himself.  He was transported by officers to Mercy Hospital for 

evaluation.   
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22-926- Drug arrest Chesterfield Pkwy and I-64- Officers stopped a vehicle for no head 
lights and in the ensuing investigation found that the occupants of the vehicle were in 
possession of drugs and a stolen firearm.- Both suspects were booked at the station 
and warrant application will follow.  The gun was stolen out of Flint Michigan. 
Nyla Williams   21 
 
03/08/22   Drug Possession, Possession Stolen Firearm             Chesterfield PD 
07/24/20   Moving Vio reduced to Parking Vio $163 fine              MO Hwy Patrol 
                  Criminal Charge reduced to Littering $400 fine    
05/09/20   Passing on Right  Guilty  $50 fine Black Jack MO       St. Louis Co PD  
03/04/20   No Operator Lic  Guilty  $50 fine                                  Chesterfield PD 
12/10/19   Moving Violation reduced to Parking Vio $191 fine      Chesterfield PD 
08/03/19   Unreg Veh, No Auto Ins, No Valid Lic                          No CO Police Co-op 
   
Michaela Greene  18 
 
03/08/22   Drug Possession, Poss of Stolen Firearm                   Chesterfield PD 
 
Officers attempted to stop a vehicle with stolen plates at Boones Crossing and I-64 
however the vehicle refused to stop and accelerated to speeds in excess of 100 
MPH.  No pursuit was initiated due to the dangers to motorists.   
 

 
Grant J. O’Neill  18  Wildwood MO 

 

03/08/22   DWI, Poss of Marijuana                                                  Chesterfield PD   

02/20/22   Possession of Marijuana, Speeding 26-30 over limit      Town & Country PD 

02/09/22   Speeding 31-35 over limit                                               Frontenac PD 

01/22/22   Disobeyed Stop Sign                                                      Breckenridge Hills PD  

11/06/21   Speeding 31-35 over limit                                               Town & Country PD 

08/19/21   Moving Violation reduced to Excessive Noise $191 fine Rock Hill PD 

07/30/21   Speeding 31-35 over limit                                               Frontenac PD 

 

 

A SUPERMARKET?  LOOK AT THE PANDEMIC MONEY THE SMOKEHOUSE GOT 

AND LOOK AT THE DESCRIPTION OF THE BUSINESS: 
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Does this look like a supermarket with 132 employees?  

  
 

Actually I’m sure this includes Annie Gunn’s Restaurant, one of the most expensive 

places to eat in West County (I can only afford to go there for lunch). I’m very sure 

Annie Gunn’s took a terrible hit at the height of the Pandemic…I mean I haven’t been 

there for lunch for over two years.  
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If you want to check out what businesses got SBA Pandemic money go to: 

pppdetective.com 

 

$7,500 FOR A MAILING ON PROP U:  On the April ballot there is the issue of 

Proposition U, which the City of Chesterfield would like to see passed very much. Prop 

U would add a 1-cent local city sales tax on anything purchased on the Internet.   

 

Currently residents are avoiding city sales taxes by shopping on the internet and 

avoiding brick and mortar stores.  Internet shoppers also avoid additional TIF or CID 

sales taxes used for the development of shopping centers. 

 

Of course the City funds police, roads and parks from sales taxes, so if sales taxes go 

down due to internet sales with no Prop U, services would have to be cut or a property 

tax would have to be installed. 
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The City is allowed by law and court ruling only to explain a ballot issue to residents and 

not promote passage,  The City included this in a newsletter that was mailed to every 

resident.  It is also on a banner at the top of the City’s website.  The explanations of 

Prop U are close to a sell-job to pass it, but don’t quite go over the line. 

 

Before the Council on Monday was to spend another $7,500 for a mailer to residents 

just about Prop U.  The only real comments at the meeting came from Councilman Tom 

DeCampi. 

 

“I think we are walking a fine line with supporting this ballot issue I don’t think we need 

to spend $7,500.  It is already in the newsletter. I think we are flirting with some trouble.  

It is already on the website.  We don’t need to throw another $7,500 on this,” said 

DeCampi. 

  Tom DeCampi 

 

Councilman Mike Moore, chair of the Finance Commission thought he spoke in favor of 

voting to pay for another mailer on Prop U on the ballot, but you would not know it by 

what he actually said. 

 

“Most residents know Proposition U is on the ballot,” Moore said which said to me ‘why 

spend another $7,500?’ 

 

 Mike Moore 
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The Council voted 7-to-1 to do another mailing about Prop U, with DeCampi casting the 

only “No” vote. 

 

   

CHESTERFIELD RECEIVES AWARD FOR CONCRETE PROJECT:  At the start of 

Monday’s City Council Meeting, Public Works Director Jim Eckrich accepted an award 

from the Missouri/Kansas Chapter of the American Paving Association for use of 

concrete. 

 

   PW Director Jim Eckrich and John Jonas of the MO/KS 

Chapter of Am Pavers Assoc. 

 

Jim Eckrich gave us this background: 

The award was for a project in 2021 during which the City reconstructed Claymont Estates 

Drive, Denwoods Drive, Isleview Drive, Redondo Drive, and River Valley Drive.  It was a really 

interesting project because all of these streets were previously asphalt and by converting them 

to concrete we were able to correct a number of problems, including significant drainage 

problems on River Valley Drive and Redondo Drive.  Additionally, we had to coordinate our 

project on Claymont Estates Drive with Missouri American Water Company replacing a 16” 

transmission water main.  The project turned out really well and was constructed within 

budget.  
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THE CHASE IS ON:  On Saturday March 5, a family brought the dog, the kids and the 

kids brought a truck.  The truck was more for the dog as the kids moved it around by 

remote control and the dog chased it.   
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CARTOONS: 
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From CBC grad, Mike Peters, Charolette Peters’ son 
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